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BEFORE WE START

SCORE BOARD

0 - 25        
Reflect on yo

urself

             
   more positive

ly!

26 - 50       Focus
 on boostin

g

    your self-e
steem more!

51 - 75      
   Keep goin

g! you are o
n

    the right t
rack!

76 - 100   Love yours
elf!

    Keep sprea
ding those

    positive vib
es!  

Rate Yourself!

How you love
yourself is how 

you teach others 
to love you!

How would you
rate your overall

self-esteem?

BEFORE WE START

 1. I believe in myself 

2. I am proud of my accomplishments

3. I can handle criticism

4. I respect myself

5. I am confident about the way I look 

6. I am worthy 

7. I know my positive qualities

8. I focus on my successes and not my failures 

9. I am just as valuable as others

10. I would rather be me than someone else

RATING SCALE
1 - 1 0
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TOPIC 1
DECISION MAKING
& COPING SKILLS

pg. 5

pg. 4
ABOUT US

TOPIC 2
WISE USE OFTECHNOLOGY

pg. 12

TOPIC 3
ADDICTIONS

pg. 21

LOOKING

FOR
HELP!
pg. 38
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N
O

T
E

S
Aġenzija Sedqa aims to increase awareness of the harm caused by 

addictive behaviours and imparts skills in order to prevent or delay 

the development of such patterns. It also supports people who have 

developed an addiction and their significant others to modify their 

lifestyles so as to lead a healthier and more satisfying life.

The concept behind the name of the programme is that all youth 

should feel free to express themselves in a unique manner and that 

no one should change themselves to fit in to one particular box. The 

topics we are going to discuss in this programme will equip the youth 

with the skills and information to make choices according to who they 

truly are! 
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and

Weekly Planner

MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT

SUN
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TO FEEL UNSURE OR CONFUSED, IT JUST SHOWS

YOU’RE THINKING ABOUT YOUR CHOICES!

WE MAKE DIFFERENT DECISIONS EVERY DAY!

IT ’S OK
SOME SOME
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STEP 1 :

STEP 3 : STEP 4 :

STEP 2 :
dentify the problem

valuate alternatives ecide on the best solution

reate alternatives

conse
quenc

es

risks

?

?

?

option 1  ......

option 2 ......

option 3 ......
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THINGS
OUTSIDE

MY 
CONTROL

others’
behaviour

others’
actions

others’
words

others’
ideas

others’
feelings

others’
mistakes

THINGS
I CAN

CONTROL
my

ideas

my
actions

my
emotions

my
efforts

my
words my

behaviour

my
mistakes

Learn to 
let things 

you cannot 
con�ol go!

Focus
on what
you can
con�ol!
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YOU TEND TO BE.... YOU TEND TO BE.... YOU TEND TO BE....

You usually decide without thinking
too much. You are driven by instinct 
and gut feelings. This can be good
in some situations but be careful!
Being impulsive increases your 
chances of making a mistake

You either like to rely on others’ choices
or prefer not to take any decisions at all.
When this happens you are letting go

of your control in the situation.
You might get stuck with a consequence

you didn’t want!

LOREM IPSUM

START

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO
NO

YES

YES

Making decisions 
is no big deal

YES
YES

YES

You like thinking about all the
different possibilities. You like to be 
informed as much as possible so that
you always choose what’s best for you.

Keep it up!

Note:Sometimes everyone can make decisions in all three ways!

I tend to make 
decisions based 
on my gut feeling

I consider all
 options before 

making a decision
I go with the flow. 
I usually do what

the majority is doing
The first thing that 
comes to my mind 

is usually right
It’s ok for me
to ask for help!

I always feel 
stuck when making

a decision

What pops into 
my mind is often 

the thing my 
friends are doing

I take my time
to think on my own

I use all the
information I have

to make the 
right decision!
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LIST OF COPING SKILLS
tick your pick!Why don’t you 

try practising a
coping skill?

What’s a coping skill?

A coping skill is 
a technique you

can use to deal with
stressful situations,
change your mood

or focus on 
problem solving!

Wow. 
Thanks! 

I will try one 
for sure!

1 .   Pract is ing sports

2 .  Reading

3 . Watching movies/ 

   ser ies

4 .  Journal ing

5 . Cooking

6 . Hiking

7 .  Play ing a game

8. Cuddle with pet

9 .   _____________________

10 .  _____________________
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PE
OP

LE

 W
HO SUPPORT ME

SMILE

WHAT
MAKES

ME

MY TOP 3
COPING
SKILLS

BEST WAY

TO CALM
 DOWN

BEST LISTENER OR 
HUG GIVER

SOMETHING
KIND

I CAN SAY TO
MYSELF....

. . . .WHEN LIFE GETS TOUGH

1.

2.

3.

WHAT I CAN MAKE,
CREATE, PLAY OR BUILD

BEST WAY TO 
GET MOVING
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Planner
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Exercise
day! 

Research &
homework 

Video call
with

grandma 

Music
relax
time! 

Search for
online recipes &
make them 

YouTub
e

Free
time!

Playstation

Meet
friends

Prep for
school

Free

time!

Rest
Visit

cousins

Hobbies

Hi !

Hi
Grandma!
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Are you

paying 
attentio

n

to what I

am saying
 ?!?!?!

STAY

to others

the

NOT JUST

Hey!Why aren’t youjoining us again?You’re alwayson your phone! :@
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When one cannot function normally without using technology, this may lead to:

PHYSICAL problems
eyestrain
 backpain 

PSYCHOLOGICAL problems
sleep difficulties

unhealthy eating patterns

MENTAL problems
anxiety

depression 15



Anytime an individual tries to     trick you in an online manner

SCAM

FALSE ADVERTISING

PHISHING

CTRL Z

It refers to internet fraud.
It is a deceptive scheme or trick used to 
cheat someone out of something especially 

money.

It is the use of false, misleading or 
unproven information to advertise products 

to consumers.

It refers to the attempt of obtaining 
sensitive information such as: usernames, 
passwords or credit card information by 
disguising themselves as trustworthy 

entities.
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                                    trick you in an online manner

CATFISHING

ONLINE GROOMING

SEXTORTION

CTRL Y
It happens when an individual

creates a fake profile on a social media site 
to talk to others online with a manipulative 

psychological intent.

It is when someone uses the
internet to trick, force or pressure

a minor into sexual activities.

It is a form of blackmail
where someone threatens to

share intimate images of you online,
unless you give in to their demands

which is usually money.
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The act
 of leav

ing an 
insultin

g

message 
or com

ment on 
the inte

rnet

in orde
r to pro

voke an
 emotional 

respons
e

A form of bullying through electronic means.

It can take different forms including:

Hurtful/ abusive text messages,

emails, videos or images
Using technology to spread rumours

or gossip
Imitating others online

Excluding others
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Remember!
ALWAYS USE TECHNOLOGY IN A

way!

AFE

EETING

CCEPTING

ELIABLE

ELL

Never give out personal
information to people you do 

not trust online.

Meeting up with someone you have 
only been in touch with online can be 

dangerous.

Accepting emails and messages 
from people you do not know 

can be dangerous.

People online can lie about who they 
are and information found online may 

not always be true.

Tell someone you trust like a parent/ 
teacher or a significant other if anything 
or anyone ever makes you feel upset or 

uncomfortable online.
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WORD LIST
1. Sextortion

2. Phishing

3. Scam

4. Trolling

5. Cyberbullying

6. Grooming

7. Catfishing

8. False Advertising

9. Popup

10. Balance

11. Frape

12. Smart 20
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179 Supportline
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Here for you
Foundation for Social Welfare Services


